Introduce the Unit, Instruct on Visualization & the Drawing Techniques of Line, Shape, Value, & Depth

Unit 2: Lesson 1
Introduce The Unit, Instruct On Visualization & The Drawing Techniques Of Line, Shape, Value, & Depth

LITERACY OBJECTIVE
By the end of this lesson students will be able to use visualization to understand the story.

LITERACY "I CAN" STATEMENT
"I can use visualization to help me understand the story."

LESSON OVERVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Pacing: 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduce the Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Introduce Lesson 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pre-reading Discussion of <em>My Father's Dragon</em> by Ruth Stiles Gannett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Read Aloud Chapter 1, Excerpt 1 and Discuss</td>
<td>30 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Instruct on Visualization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Read Aloud Chapter 1, Excerpt 2 and Discuss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Instruct on Drawing Techniques--Line, Shape, Value, &amp; Depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sketch Visualization of Wild Island &amp; Tangerina Using Drawing</td>
<td>30 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Close Lesson 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDARDS ALIGNMENT**

**TARGETED CCSS**

**Reading: Literature**

**RL 3.1:** Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

**RL 3.3:** Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

**RL 3.5:** Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds on earlier sections.

**RL 3.10:** By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

**RL 4.1:** Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

**RL 4.3:** Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

**RL 4.5:** Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose, and refer to the structural elements of poems (e.g., verse, rhythm, meter) and drama (e.g., casts of characters, settings, descriptions, dialogue, stage directions) when writing or speaking about a text.

**RL 4.10:** By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, in the grades 4–5 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

**RL 5.1:** Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text.

**RL 5.5:** Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together to provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.

**RL 5.9:** Compare and contrast stories in the same genre (e.g., mysteries and adventure stories) on their approaches to similar themes and topics.

**RL 5.10:** By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the high end of the grades 4–5 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

**Speaking & Listening**

**SL 3.6:** Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested detail or clarification.

---

**SECONDARY CCSS**

**Reading: Literature**

**RL 3.5:** Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds on earlier sections.

**RL 3.7:** Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting)

**RL 4.6:** Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, including the difference between first- and third-person narrations.

**RL 4.7:** Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral presentation of the text, identifying where each version reflects specific descriptions and directions in the text.

**RL 5.3:** Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).

**RL 5.6:** Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences how events are described.

**RL 5.7:** Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, poem).

**Speaking & Listening**

**SL 3.1b:** Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).

**SL 3.1c:** Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their comments to the remarks of others.

**SL 3.1d:** Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.

**SL 3.2:** Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

**SL 3.3:** Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate elaboration and detail.

**SL 3.4:** Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.

**SL 4.1b:** Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.

**SL 4.1c:** Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information, and make comments that contribute to the discussion and link to the remarks of others.

**SL 4.1d:** Review the key ideas expressed and explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.

**SL 4.2:** Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

**SL 4.3:** Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support particular points.

**SL 4.4:** Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience in an organized manner, using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an
understandable pace.

**SL 4.6:** Differentiate between contexts that call for formal English (e.g., presenting ideas) and situations where informal discourse is appropriate (e.g., small-group discussion); use formal English when appropriate to task and situation. (See grade 4 Language standards 1 here for specific expectations.)

**SL 5.1b:** Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.

**SL 5.1c:** Pose and respond to specific questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.

**SL 5.1d:** Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

**SL 5.2:** Summarize a written text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

**SL 5.3:** Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence.

**SL 5.4:** Report on a topic or text or present an opinion, sequencing ideas logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly at an understandable pace.

**SL 5.6:** Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.

---

**TEACHING RESOURCES**

**CLASSROOM CHARTS**

- Unit Overview for Students

**TEXTS**

- Chapter 1

**A4L STUDENT NOTEBOOKS**

- Five Main Shapes & Things We See
- Value with a Pencil
- Practice Adding Value
- Sketch Tangerina & Wild Island

**LIFE & LEARNING SKILLS**

Unit 2 includes the following Life & Learning Skills:

- reflective thinking
- creative problem-solving
- critical and analytic thinking
- collaboration
- communication

**DIFFERENTIATION OPTIONS**

Differentiation Options will appear throughout the unit to suggest ways to scaffold or challenge student learning. Use the number of helping hands to select the level of differentiation that best supports student learning.

🌟🌟🌟 Highest level of scaffolding. Select this option if students are learning strategies for the first time, if the text is challenging for them, or if students require more guidance during activities. The Unit is written for the highest level of scaffolding.

🌟🌟 Moderate scaffolding. Select this option if students require some support comprehending the text or navigating the activity.

🌟 Least amount of scaffolding/Extending the instruction. Select this option if students are ready to work more independently, move more quickly through the material, or are ready for additional challenge.

**ELL SUPPORT COMPREHENSIBLE INPUT**

Support ELL language development and comprehension by starting with a short vocabulary lesson using Vocabulary Snapshots to provide multi-sensory pre-learning for words that may be unfamiliar to culturally diverse students. Click for a sample lesson plan. Vocabulary Snapshots are in the students’ Unit Texts before each reading.

Recommended vocabulary from *My Father’s Dragon* to pre-teach with Vocabulary Snapshots for LESSON 1:
Cellar -- Saucer -- Furnace
Weep -- Alley Cat

Click for Vocabulary Snapshot activities for Lesson 1 using visual icons for students. Teachers should read through this resource document.

LEVERAGING MOMENTS

Key instructional steps where the arts are used to leverage literacy-learning (and vice versa) are marked with $\text{LM}$. Smaller leveraging moments also occur throughout the lessons.

STEP 1: INTRODUCE THE UNIT

Process: Start the Graphic Story Adventures! unit by talking with students about graphic novels. Then explain the purpose and activities of the unit by walking students through the Unit Overview for Students, which will help them know where they are in the learning process. Hand out the A4L Student Notebooks and Unit 2 Texts.

Suggested Dialogue

INTRODUCE UNIT AND DISTRIBUTE MATERIALS

"We are beginning an Arts for Learning unit called Graphic Story Adventures! In Arts for Learning units, you combine reading and the arts to get even better at both. In this unit, we'll combine reading fantasy-adventure stories with drawing techniques and graphic story elements. Graphic stories are similar to comic strips, but published as a book. What do you know about graphic stories and comics? What graphic stories or comics have you read? What makes them fun to read?" (Students respond.)

(Show Unit Overview for Students and highlight each part.)

"This is the Unit Overview for Students, which will help us know where we’re going as the unit progresses. We'll read a fantasy-adventure story and practice visualizing, which means we'll make mental pictures of what we read. We'll learn some drawing techniques, and learn how to tell stories like graphic artists. Then we'll create our own graphic stories using all the skills and techniques we've learned. The unit will culminate with a presentation of our published work for an invited audience."

(school peers, friends, and family).

"These are our A4L Student Notebooks and Unit 2 Texts, which we'll use to draw, write, and process what we read." (Pass out A4L Student Notebooks and Unit 2 Texts.)

**STEP 2: INTRODUCE LESSON 1**

**Process:** Give an overview of the lesson objectives. Read chapter 1 of My Father's Dragon, by Ruth Stiles Gannett, learn how to visualize using clues from the text, and learn the drawing techniques of line, shape, value, and depth.

**Suggested Dialogue**

**INTRODUCE LESSON 1**

"Today we are going to begin an adventure story called *My Father's Dragon*, by Ruth Stiles Gannett, and learn several drawing techniques to help us show what's happening in the story."

"By the end of today's lesson, you will be able to say, 'I can use visualization to help me understand the story.'"

**STEP 3: PRE-READING DISCUSSION OF MY FATHER’S DRAGON, BY RUTH STILES GANNETT**

**Process:** Preview the story by discussing the fantasy-adventure genre and by reviewing the title and table of contents. Elicit ideas about what constitutes a fantasy-adventure. It is recommended to not show images from the cover so that students can create their own mental pictures of the characters in the story.

**Suggested Dialogue**
PRE-READING DISCUSSION

"Let's begin by talking about the title of the story, *My Father's Dragon*. Has anyone ever read it before? What do you think this story might be about? Let's look at the table of contents." (Read chapter titles.) "What clues does this give you about who the characters are and what might happen in the story?"

"This is a fantasy-adventure story. What comes to mind when you think of a fantasy-adventure story?"

(Guide students to understand that fantasy-adventure stories have make-believe characters, danger, obstacles, and action.)

STEP 4: READ ALOUD CHAPTER 1, EXCERPT 1 AND DISCUSS

**Process:** Read aloud Excerpt 1 in Unit 2 Texts on page 10. Have students follow along. During the read aloud for chapter 1, stop to discuss what is happening in the story and what students are learning about the characters. See the menu below *Suggested Structure for Reading My Father's Dragon* for a description of how the reading in the unit is structured. See the menu below, *Differentiation Options: Reading Chapters 1-4* for ways to scaffold student learning. Generally, Part 1 of this unit is written with the highest level of scaffolding. Make choices about the level of scaffolding that will best support student learning and engagement.

**DIFFERENTIATION OPTIONS: READING CHAPTERS 1-4**

**Chapter 1:** Read aloud to class to kick-off the unit & instruct on visualization.

**Chapters 2-4:** Guided reading with literacy and arts instruction

Select one of the options listed below or structure the reading in a way that appropriately meets students' needs and fosters engagement:

☀️☀️☀️ Read aloud. Read chapters aloud to the class as students follow along. Allow ELL to use native language and/or picture dictionaries as vocabulary and concept clarifiers.
Read in pairs. Students read each excerpt in pairs with class discussion following. Some students read in pairs while others read with support from the teacher.

Independent reading. Students read each excerpt independently with class discussion following.

**TEACHING TIP: SUGGESTED STRUCTURE FOR READING MY FATHER’S DRAGON**

- Chapters 1–4—Guided reading with literacy and arts instruction
- Chapters 5–9—Jigsaw in reading groups
- Chapter 10—Read aloud and discuss

**Suggested Dialogue**

**READ AND DISCUSS CHAPTER 1, EXCERPT 1**

"Let’s get started. I’ll read aloud. You follow in your Unit 2 Texts on page 10. Let’s talk about what’s happening so far and about the characters we’ve met. Authors often introduce the main characters in the very beginning of a story."

(Guide students to notice that this story has a 3rd person narrator and refers to the main character as “my father.” Help students identify clues that tell them that Elmer (the father) is caring, brave, and adventurous.)

**STEP 5: INSTRUCT ON VISUALIZATION**

**Process:** Guide students to visualize the cat and then the mother by closely rereading portions of the text.
Tell students that by picturing Elmer’s mother and the cat, they were using clues in the story and their own lives to visualize.

**Suggested Dialogue**

**INSTRUCT ON VISUALIZATION**

"Many times when you read you get a picture in your mind, which helps you understand what’s happening in the story. Let’s practice making a mental picture of the cat."

"I’ll reread the beginning. Close your eyes and visualize the cat." (Reread: One cold and rainy day when my father was a little boy, he met an old alley cat on his street. The cat was very drippy and uncomfortable so my father said, “Wouldn’t you like to come home with me?”)

"Pair-share what you pictured in your mind." (Students pair-share.) "Who would like to share their visualization? What in the text made you picture that?" (2–3 students respond.)

"Let’s practice with the mother. This is a little trickier because the author doesn’t describe what she looks like. Instead, Gannett gives us clues about her personality, and it’s up to the reader to make an inference about what she looks like. Making an inference means combining what it says in the book with what you already know. I’ll reread the part where the mother finds the cat. Close your eyes and visualize."

(Reread: “She hated cats, particularly ugly old alley cats. ‘Elmer Elevator,’ she said to my father, “if you think I’m going to give that cat a saucer of milk, you’re very wrong. Once you start feeding stray alley cats you might as well expect to feed every stray in town, and I am not going to do it!”)

"Pair-share what you pictured in your mind." (Students pair-share.) "Who would like to share their visualization? What in the text and in your life made you picture that?"

"Good readers visualize while they are reading to keep track of what is happening in the story. It’s fun to feel like you are right there in the story. When you can’t see the story in your mind, you may be having trouble understanding what you are reading and should stop, slow down, and reread to look for clues that can help create a mental picture. Authors may give clues by describing places, characters, or events."

"Let’s keep reading and look for clues to help us visualize."
STEP 6: READ ALOUD CHAPTER 1, EXCERPT 2 AND DISCUSS

**Process:** Read aloud Excerpt 2 in Unit 2 Texts on page 11. Discuss what's happening in the story. Clarify as needed. Tell students that the description of Tangerina and Wild Island is the perfect place to practice visualizing because the author is describing a place in detail. Tell students they will use art to help with their visualizations.

**Suggested Dialogue**

**READ AND DISCUSS CHAPTER 1, EXCERPT 2**

"What do you think the cat saw that made her want to cry? What's happening in the story? What are the cat and Elmer talking about? Did anyone make a mental picture?" (Students respond.)

"When I'm reading and I come across a detailed description like the one of Tangerina and Wild Island, I think to myself, 'This must be important, so I will slow down and visualize what is being described.'"

"To help with our visualizations, we’re going to learn drawing techniques called line and shape and then draw our visualizations of Tangerina and Wild Island."

STEP 7: INSTRUCT ON DRAWING TECHNIQUES—LINE, SHAPE, VALUE, & DEPTH

**Process:** Instruct on the drawing techniques of line, shape, value, and depth. A line is defined as the path of a point in motion. Lines can be straight, curved, wavy, or jagged. A shape is defined as the border of line that encloses a flat space. Line can enclose space to create a shape. There are five main shapes: circle, semi-circle,
square, rectangle, and triangle. If these are joined they can create other shapes, such as symbols, objects, and things we see in the world. See menu below for additional definitions of drawing techniques.

Guide students to engage in an activity on drawing with line and shape in their A4L Student Notebooks. See menu below for Differentiation Options for scaffolding the drawing instruction. Tell students that all of the drawing they do in this unit will be with pencils and black markers. The Five Main Shapes & Things We See activity directs students to draw lines and shapes and then combine those lines and shapes to make simple symbols and objects. Once an artist knows how to make basic shapes, he or she can combine those shapes to show people, objects, setting, emotion, and ideas. Do the activity with students on the document camera, whiteboard, or large Post-it. Invite students to share their drawings on the document camera.

Instruct on the drawing technique of value and depth. Value is how light or dark something is. Depth is the third dimension. Artists show depth by adding value. Guide students to engage in a pair of activities on value and depth in their A4L Student Notebooks on page 4 and A4L Student Notebooks on page 5. These activities have students practice drawing light and dark lines to show contrast and to show objects as three-dimensional. Once an artist knows how to show light and dark, he or she can make drawings come alive without using color.

When students draw their visualizations, they engage in monitoring their understanding of the text—visualizing, drawing, and going back to the text to see if what they’ve drawn matches the story, and then revising as needed.

Timing for practicing drawing is 20 minutes.

DIFFERENTIATION OPTIONS: DRAWING WITH LINE, SHAPE, VALUE AND DEPTH

To provide students with the highest level of support drawing with line, shape, value and depth, follow the think-aloud scaffolding in the Suggested Dialogue.

If students have had some drawing instruction, move more quickly through the exercise.

If students are very comfortable with these drawing techniques, quickly review and move on to the next step.

DRAWING TECHNIQUE DEFINITIONS

Line—The path of a point in motion, which includes a dot. Lines can be straight, curved, wavy, or jagged.

Shape—The border (or perimeter) of line that encloses a flat (2-dimentiaonal) space. Line can enclose
space to create a shape. Five main shapes include a circle, semi-circle, square, rectangle, and triangle. If these are joined they can create other shapes, such as symbols, and objects.

Value—How light or dark something is.

Depth—The third dimension. Show depth by adding value.

Hatching—Repeated strokes of an art tool producing clustered lines, usually parallel, that create values.

Cross-hatching—Similar lines passing over the hatched lines, following a different direction and usually resulting in darker values.

Suggested Dialogue

INSTRUCT ON LINE AND SHAPE

"It is great to be able to make mental pictures in our mind. Now we are going to learn how to share them with each other by drawing."

"Open your A4L Student Notebooks to page 3 for a drawing activity on line and shape. Every artist begins to draw by using lines and five main shapes. We are going to practice drawing these in the boxes on this page."

"Can everyone see the dot? Put your pencil down in the box below and press. You have a dot!"

"In the next box, put your pencil down, make a dot, and drag your pencil. You have a line! Practice drawing wavy lines, jagged lines, and curved lines."

"There are five main shapes: circle, semi-circle, square, rectangle, and triangle. Practice drawing the five main shapes in the boxes." (Students practice drawing five main shapes.)
GUIDE FIVE MAIN SHAPES & THINGS WE SEE ACTIVITY

"Now we have lines and some basic shapes in our artist toolbox. Let's see what you can draw with these simple shapes."

"Do you see how these basic shapes make a fish? We are going to practice combining basic shapes to make pictures or symbols like a peace sign or something real like a leaf. What other shapes, objects, or things in the world can we make with these basic shapes? For example, a cat, a boat—what else?" (Students respond.)

"Let's practice on our own, making pictures of objects and symbols of things we see in the world using these simple shapes. Feel free to look at the work of people around you and try drawing what they've drawn. Who would like to share what you've drawn? Please explain how you used line and shape in your drawing." (Students share.)

INSTRUCT ON VALUE

"Now turn in your A4L Student Notebook to page 4 for another drawing activity."

"Before we get started, have you heard the word value before?" (Students respond.) "For example, is $5.00 a good value for a new pair of shoes? We are going to learn a different meaning for the word value. When artists want to make their shapes and symbols look more like objects in the world, one important thing to notice is how dark or light an object is. That is what artists mean by value. Let's look around the classroom. Where is the light coming from? Is there anything very dark? Can anyone find a shadow?" (Students respond.) "Shadows show that something is solid instead of see-through because the object is blocking the light."

"Now that we can see light and dark, let's do an exercise to help us show value in our drawings using only our pencils. Look at the box on page 4 with all the shading. Can you see that it goes from light to dark? This is called a values chart. Notice the first box is left white. That is our lightest box, with no shading. Holding your pencil very lightly, see if you can copy the shading in box #2 on the right side of the page." (Students shade in box #2.) "Some of us like to hold our pencils tightly and when we are really trying, we might press down really hard without meaning to. Try to fill in the rest of the boxes, pressing a little harder in each box as you go down. You can press down really hard in box #10! That is our darkest dark. (Students shade in remaining boxes.) Now you have made your own values chart!"

DISCUSS USING LIGHT LINES TO SKETCH

"When you are sketching, it is good to start with a light line rather than a dark line.

This way you can easily erase or draw over to make your picture the way you want it to be. Then, when you are sure you have it the way you want it, you can press down harder to make the lines clearer.

To get ready for our next drawing activity, shake out your hands." (Students shake out hands.)

**INSTRUCT ON DEPTH**

"Turn to the next page in your A4L Student Notebook. We’re going to do another drawing activity.

We are going to see how artists use value to show depth, which means showing objects as three-dimensional. Adding value to an image will make our drawings look more like real objects in the world."

"Look at panel #1. What is the simple shape in this panel?" (Students respond.)

"Now look at panel #2. By adding a skinny rectangle for a stem and some curved lines to make a leaf, what do we have?" (Students respond.) "This looks like an apple, but it is still kind of flat, isn’t it? The apple has height (how tall it is) and width (how wide it is), but to make it look round, we need our new tool—value. Let’s pretend the light is coming from the top left corner of the box. Where should the shadows be?"

"Panel #3 uses value in the apple by drawing curving, medium-dark lines on the sides to make the apple look round, and using flat dark lines to show the shadow on the flat surface. Does it look more real now?" (Students respond.)

"Look at panel #4. Now the artist has added value to the space around the apple and created the illusion of depth. The apple now looks three-dimensional."

"See if you can use value to make the objects in panels #5-8 look three-dimensional. Before you begin, do you see the light source in the top left corner? Where would the shadows be? Go ahead and sketch." (Students add value to show depth in drawings.)
STEP 8: SKETCH VISUALIZATION OF WILD ISLAND & TANGERINa USING DRAWING TECHNIQUES—LINE, SHAPE, VALUE, & DEPTH

**Process:** Guide students to use the drawing techniques of line, shape, value, and depth to sketch their visualizations of Tangerina and Wild Island. Sketch with students while asking questions and thinking aloud about drawing choices.

Timing for sketching visualizations is 10–20 minutes.

**Suggested Dialogue**

**USE DRAWING TECHNIQUES TO SKETCH VISUALIZATION**

"We will sketch our visualizations using line, shape, value, and depth. This is a similar process that graphic artists go through—first, they visualize the setting, characters, and events, and then they sketch their visualizations to create their stories."

"Let’s first go back to the story and reread the section that describes Wild Island and Tangerina. While I’m reading, close your eyes and visualize the descriptions."

(Reread: “I was particularly interested in a place called Wild Island, which we had passed on our way to Tangerina. Wild Island and Tangerina are joined together by a long string of rocks, but people never go to Wild Island because it’s mostly jungle and inhabited by very wild animals. So I decided to go across the rocks and explore it for myself. It certainly is an interesting place, but I saw something there that made me want to weep.”)

"What did you see? What in the text helped you create that image?" (Students respond.) "What simple shapes can you use to show what you visualized? How do you think you might use value to show the difference between land and water?" (Students respond.)

"Sketch your visualizations on page 6 of your A4L Student Notebook." (Students sketch.) "Share your sketches with a partner. How did you use line, shape, or value to show Wild Island and Tangerina?" (Students share.) "Let’s see some of our visualizations." (2–3 students share sketches.)
STEP 9: CLOSE LESSON 1

Process: Close the lesson with a look forward describing the next lesson.

Suggested Dialogue

LOOKING FORWARD

"In our next lesson, we'll read on in the story and then practice sketching using line, shape, value, and depth to show our mental pictures."

PERFORMING THE CLOSING RITUAL (OPTIONAL)

"To close our theater lessons, we'll appreciate our work and each other with a unified clap. On three we'll all clap once and say, 'Huh!' 1-2-3 (clap) Huh!"

CONGRATULATIONS ON COMPLETING LESSON 2! YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ONTO LESSON 2 OF UNIT 2.

Is this Lesson Public or Members only?:
Public